




 Since its inception, Art & Culture Department, Government of Mizoram  
have been tirelessly working on preservation, conservation, development and 
promotion of tangible and intangible cultural heritage of Mizoram.

 I am happy to present this E-Book on profile and major achievements of 
Art & Culture Department, Government of Mizoram during the year 2019-2020, 
which I feel, would be a guiding material for the citizens and for interest of the 
public.

 I deeply hope that this e-book may enhance deep relation between the 
department and citizens.

Minister
Art & Culture Department

Government of Mizoram

( R.LALZIRLIANA )
Minister,

Art & Culture Department,
Government of Mizoram.

Message



 It is a pleasure for me to present an E-Book on Art & Culture Department, 
Government of Mizoram that reflects the various achivements the department 
had accomplished during the year 2019-2020.

 I do hope that this E-Book shall be helpful for promotion and development 
of our rich cultural heritage of Mizoram and make close connection between        
Art & Culture Department and the public.

Director
Art & Culture Department

Government of Mizoram

(R. hMINGthANZuALA)
Director,

Art & Culture Department

Foreword
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 The Government of India’s scheme of Promotion of art and culture was extended 
to the Union Territory of Mizoram when it attained the U.T. status in 1972. The scheme 
has been continued since then and the Directorate of Art & Culture was carved out 
from       Education and Human Resources Development Department on February, 1989. 
The various isolated programmes relating to promotion of tangible and intangible cultural 
heritage, Tribal Research Institute, Archives, Museum, Library in Mizoram were then 
brought together under one umbrella. Thus the Department of Art & Culture began to 
function since February 1989 and makes its own Five Year Plans commencing from the 8th 
Five Year Plan onwards.

 During the last 31 years of its existence as a Department, the Art & Culture 
Department has created permanent assets and has established well. In spite of its 
meager budget allocations and inadequate administrative infrastructures it has achieved 
commendable progress. The programmes initiated by the Department since its inception 
are very well responded by the public, especially, the youth community. This raised The 
Department to a high level of importance and recognition.  

Department Profile
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 What does Art & Culture Department do to justify its existence ? Before 
going into details, a summary of the Multi-pronged functions and activities of the 
Department may be presented as -

 Promotion of performing arts : Institute of Music & Fine Arts (IMFA)imparts 
3  months Certificate Course in Elementary Music and Traditional Dance. It also 
takes up Theatre (Drama) activities. in collaboration with National School of 
Drama, New Delhi and NEZCC, Dimapur.

 Impart trainings in Traditional Dances to Schools and NGO’s inside and 
outside the State.

 Organizes Cultural Meets / Festival at various places in the rural areas every 
year. Conducts Chief Minister’s Running Trophy in Cultural Dance Competition 
for YMA in alternate years.

 Cultural /entertainment programmes in honour of visiting dignitaries, 
official functions etc. arranged Cultural troupes to other States in India and 
elsewhere are arranged and participates at National and International Cultural 
events.

Letters and Literary Activities : Organizes Seminars on culture and history, 
language, vanishing art form etc. Writers are assisted through Publication Board 
to get their works published.

Visual Arts : Organizes / sponsors Art Camp, Art Exhibition and Workshops in 
and outside Mizoram.

Mission & Vision
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Archaeological Exploration and Documentation : Historical remains, monoliths 
and landmarks are being investigated, verified and preservation taken up. 
Documentation are also taken up.

Museum : Material culture & anthropology of the people are preserved and 
exhibited in the Museum.

Archives : The history and available records about the land and its people are 
preserved in the Archives for public interest.

Heritage Conservation : Identification of heritage sites/buildings are being taken 
up. At present 83 monuments within Mizoram were notified State protected 
monuments under the Mizoram Ancient Monuments, Archaeological Sites and 
Remains Act-2001.

Library : In order to impart and disseminate knowledge, value of reading and to 
provide reading materials public libraries are maintained at State and District 
Levels. NGO are provided financial assistance for library building through RRRLF, 
Kolkata

Tribal Research Institute : To study and record the Socio-Culture, Socio - Economic 
and history of the tribal people in Mizoram :The Tribal Research Institute is taking 
up research works on tribal cultures, published and print books in this regard.

Vision & Mission
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1 To preserve, promote and propagate the rich tangible and intangible cultural 
heritage of Mizoram.

       
2 To promote literature, history and culture of Mizoram.    

   
3 To preserve and develop historical/archaeological sites of Mizoram.  

     
4 “To collect, safeguards and exhibit cultural artifacts and antiquities for 

future generation.”
       
5 To collect, preserve and digitization of public and private records in Mizoram.
       
6 To set up as many as libraries at Urban and Rural Areas for the people of 

Mizoram in collaboration with Raja Rammohun Roy Library Foundation, 
Kolkata.       

7 To initiate research work on tribal culture and to document it for future 
reference.       

Objectives
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Directorate

Functions :
1. Preservation and conservation of protected monuments, sites and heritage 

buildings. 
2. Create capital asset for promotion and development of cultural heritage.
3. Exploration and excavation of historical/archaeological sites and remains.
4 Organising awareness of Cultural Heritage among all ethnic groups of 

Mizoram.
5. Preserve and develop traditional dialect/vernacular of all tribes and sub-tribes 

of Mizoram. 
6. Promote and develop visual arts and traditional craftmanship.
7. Promotion and enhancing cultural activities in and outside Mizoram.
8. Organise Seminar, Workshop, Symposium, Exhibition, etc. as part of 

promotion of Art & Culture.
9. Providing cultural articles viz. traditional dress, articles, musical instruments, 

etc.
10. Providing forum/stage for artistes to receive various awards including State 

and National on cultural activities. 

 The Directorate directly 
handles the functions and pro-
grammes of the Institute of 
Music & Fine Arts (IMFA) 
which is put under the charge 
of one Deputy Director. The 
management and control of Va-
napa Hall is also directly done 
from the Directorate through 
the Officer-In-Charge. The 
programme on archaeology 

Offices under the department & Its function
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is also taken up directly under the control of the Director. Programmes on 
promotion of art & culture, grant-in-aid, other cultural events/ programmes are 
directly handled in the Directorate. The Mizoram Publication Board (MPB) is also 
functioning under the control of Director and other officers in the Directorate.

 Archaeology
 Art & Culture Department undertakes archaeological research, heritage 
conservation and preservation and conservation of tangible heritage of Mizoram. 
In order to provide for  preservation and conservation of ancient and historical 
monuments and archaeological sites and remains in Mizoram other than those 
declared by or under law made by Parliament to be of national importance and 
other matters connected therewith, the Mizoram Ancient Monuments and 
Archaeological sites and Remains Act, 2001 was enacted by the Mizoram Legislative 
Assembly which received the assent of the Governor of Mizoram.
 In collaboration with INTACH, Mizoram Chapter and Archaeological Survey 
of India, Govt. of India Kawtchhuah Ropui & Ralven Puk, Vangchhia, Champhai 
District was declared Centrally Protected Monuments and archaeological 
excavations were underaken to reveal the past civilization in this area.

Mizoram Publication Board
 The Government constitutes the Board for a term of three years. The 
President and Secretary are Ex-Officio viz. The Director and Joint Director of Art 
& Culture Department. The members are appointed from the Mizo Academy of 
Letters, Writers Association, Mizoram College Teachers Association, Prominent 
Writers and Language Board. The Board members in its sitting constitutes a 
screening committee headed by the secretary of the Board as convener. The 
screening committee screens all the manuscripts received from the writers (author) 
seeking Board’s assistance for the publication of their works. Thereafter, the Board 
considers in its full sitting. After the Board’s approval it is the writer (author) who 
pursues rest of the formal processes till final publication of the Book. The author, 
thereafter, submits 50 copies to the Board out of the 1000 copies printed at the 
initial stage. The Board granted financial support of 75% of printing cost with a 
maximum of Rs. 80,000.00.

Offices under the department & Its function
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Grant-In-Aid
 Grant-In-Aid is given in kind to registered NGO’s under the Societies’ 
Registration Act, 1860. The Grant-In-Aid is given on 75% subsidized rate. The 
selected items are - Darbu Set, P.A. set, Guitar, Darkhuang, Puanchei, Kawrchei, 
Vakiria, Pawndum, Ngotekherh, Hmaram, ThangchhuahKawr& Mara Suit. The 
Grant-In-Aid can be applied in the prescribed form which can be obtained with a 
fee of Rs. 10.00 from office during office hours.

District Art & Culture Office, Lunglei
 The Art & Culture Department has made efforts for the establishment of 
District Offices in the State. But due to fund constraints it has not been possible. 
This was coupled with the ban for post creation. However, it was considered really 
essential to have a district office at least at Lunglei so as to effectively cover our 
plans and programmes in the southern part of Mizoram. In the year 1998, a District 
Research Officer with one Research Investigator from Tribal Research Institute 
were deputed on temporary posting to Lunglei. The officers took rented house for 
office and pulled the district library staff to carry out their works. So, together with 
the District Library personals a District office was run and plans and programmes on 
promotion of art & culture were taken up. The District Office, Lunglei in addition 
to the normal works is looking after the Art & Culture Auditorium and Multipur-
pose Cultural Complex at Sazaikawn. A Museum gallery in part of Saikuti Hall has 
also been developed.

Typical Mizo Village (Zokhua) - Falkawn, Mizoram
 Falkawn is a small village 
situated 18 km. south of the main 
city of Aizawl. Depicting the lifestyle 
and culture of a typical Mizo village, 
this site is frequently visited by 
tourists. Art &Cultutre Department, 
Government of Mizoram Department 
has set up a Cultural Centre (Zokhua) 
at Falkawn in 1992. The centre is 

Offices under the department & Its function
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Offices under the department & Its function

a mini live-museum where Zawlbuk (Dormitory), Lal In (Chief’s House), Pum 
(Blacksmiths) and other Mizo typical houses are erected. There are freedom fighter 
memorial stones and Taitesena commemoration stone.

Tribal Research Institute
Functions : Preserve and develop traditional dialect/vernacular of all tribes and 
sub-tribes of Mizoram. Initiate research work on tribal culture and to document 
it for future reference Collect and reproduce rare and valuable books/papers/docu-
ments concerning  Mizoram.

 The Institute headed by Senior Research Officer with supporting officer 
of one Special Officer, one Research Officer and four Research Investigators and 
four clerical staff are functioning. The District Gazetteer unit is also attached to 
the Institute which has one Special Officer and four clerical staff. The Institute 
since its inception has tak-
en up socio-cultural and so-
cio economic survey of tribal 
people in Mizoram. They have 
conducted village surveys 
under the scheme know your 
own land. The survey reports 
and findings were published 
in book forms. The Institute 
has also taken up reprinting of 
some books relating to Mizo 
tribe and the events which were authored by English and other writers in the earlier 
days. These books are out of print for a long time and are not available in market. 
The reprinting done by the Institute has greatly helped the students and scholars, 
the administrators as well in gathering knowledge of the history and culture of 
Mizo and the kindred tribe who settled in the present land and beyond.
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Mizoram State Museum
Functions : Collect and preserve traditional 
and historical artifacts/antiquities/articles for 
future generation.

 The Mizoram State Museum is 
essentially an ethnographic museum 
with multipurpose collections on display. 
There are five galleries - Textile Gallery, 
Ethnology Gallery, History Gallery, 
Anthropology Gallery, Zoology Gallery and 
both sides of the top floor terrace is the exhibit of few Archeological specimens 
excavated and found by chance.

The main functions of the Museum are mentioned below :-
1. Collection of objects
2. Documentation of objects
3. Conservation and preservation of objects
4. Development of galleries
5. Repair and renovation of the Museum building
6. Obsevation of National museum week every year in February
7. Observation of International Museum day on 18th May every year
8. Museum exhibition at various places in and outside Mizoram
9. Disseminating Museum education to the mass society
10. Publication of books on Museum

Mizoram State Archive
Functions : Collect, preserve and digitization of important documents/manu-
scripts in Archives and Libraries.

 The records holdings in the Mizoram State Archives begins with 1870 
containing the records of the British period various departments throughout the 
District Council, Union territory and Statehood. Records of the erstwhile British 
Residency, miscellaneous papers records including in Mizo language are also pre-
served in the Mizoram State Archives.

Offices under the department & Its function
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 Public records- The School Education Department records accessioned 
during the year 2004-2005 were 724 files. The following public records (not in 
series) accessioned to the Mizoram State Archives were 3297 volumes of General 
Department (1884-1978); Political Department (1870- 1972); Military Department 
(1890-1978); Police Department (1893-1967); Public Works Department (1888-
1983); Municipal Department (1893-1920), Agriculture Department (1891-1920); 
Education Department (1888-1990); Treasury Department (1891-1959); Census 
Department (1900-1973); Transaction of Business Rules, 1987 and Allocation of 
Business Rules, 1987. Arrangement- 5017 volumes of records are kept and arranged 
in proper sequence in 273 Carton Boxes.

 Mizoram State Archives 
is responsible for the long term 
preservation of its collections, 
and for making them accessible to 
the public. Preservation is a core 
activity of Mizoram State Archives. 
Conservation of textual, books 
and visual material. Treatments 
performed on documents by 
preservator vary from minimal 
interventions, intended to make as many possible, to move extension treatments 
when an item will be used for exhibition, publication or other special use. Activities 
range from the physical examination of new acquisitions to detailed treatments on 
single items.

 Mizoram State Archives provides services to the public who wish to consult 
the documents of its collection or order photocopies and reproductions.

Mizoram State Library
Functions : Collect books of all kinds and distribute it to libraries for public utility.

 The Mizoram State Library was established in the year 1974. It was housed 

Offices under the department & Its function
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in a private rented building till 
recently. With the administrative 
system of public libraries on the anvil 
all the public libraries in the State 
were streamlined and brought under 
the administrative control of the 
State Library,hence renamed as State 
Central Library. A building for State 
Central Library was started with the 
grants from Raja Rammohan Roy 
Library Foundation (RRRLF) at the New Secretariat Complex. The Hon’ble Chief 
Minister of Mizoram inaugurated the State Central Library building in March 2011 
and has now been occupied and is functioning in its own building. The State Central 
Library is manned by the State Librarian, Asst Librarian, one Library Assistant, one 
Counter Attendant, Clerical staffs with four Grade VI staff.

District Libraries:
Aizawl- Originally it was a Sub-Divisional Library established in Aizawl in 1969. It 
is housed in a private rented building. The Librarian with Counter Attendant are 
the only professional persons. One clerical staff, a peon and a chowkidar looks after 
the Library. The Library has a good collection of book and is having good number of 
users. We look forward to having Library building in future.
Kolasib- the Library was established in January, 1980 as a Sub-Divisional Library. 
It is located in Kolasib and run in the private rented house for a number of years. 
With the building grant of the Raja Rammohan Roy Library Foundation, the land 
has been acquired and Library building constructed in 2008. The new building was 
commissioned in October, 2008. The Librarian, Counter Attendant, one clerk with 
a peon are looking after the Library. Man power requirement is badly felt.

Champhai- The Library was established in 1983 as a Sub-Divisional Library. It 
is housed in a private rented building in the Champhai Town. A plot of land has 
been acquired in 2008 at Old D.C. Complex and Construction of building was also 
started with the grant received from Raja Rammohan Roy Library Foundation, 
Kolkata. The work is in progress. The Library is manned by the librarian, one 

Offices under the department & Its function
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Counter Attendant with one LDC and a peon. We are short of man power.

Lunglei- The District Library, Lunglei was established in May 1975. It was housed 
in a private rented building for a number of years. With the completion of Saikuti 
Hall, accommodation provided for the District Library was also taken over by the 
Department. The District Library is now functioning in one part of the Saikuti Hall. 
The space is small and there is no further scope to increase the accommodation, 
hence growth of the Library checked. As for the man-power, there is a Librarian 
supported by a Counter Attendant, one clerk and a peon.

Saiha- The District Library at Saiha was opened in May 1975 near the D.C. Complex. 
The Assam type building inherited from the Education Department is wearing 
away and a new building is expected to be constructed with the grant from Raja 
Rammohan Roy Library Foundation,Kolkata. The District Library has been given 
to the Mara Autonomous District Council (MADC) way back in 1993 by the Govt. 
of Mizoram under the enhancement of powers to autonomous District Councils. 
The Library is run by the Librarian with a Counter Attendant, one clerk, peon and 
one chowkidar.

Institute of Music & Fine Arts (IMFA)
Functions : Propagate, preserve and develop traditional practices viz. Traditional 
dances, Folk Songs, etc. of Mizoram Propagate contemporary and traditional music 
to young generation. Promote theatre arts to young talents.

 The Institute of Music and Fine Arts is headed by the Senior Instructor who 
oversees the works of the instructors of dance wing (7 instructors), music wing (4 
instructors) and drama wing (2 instructors). A training certificate course is opened 
annually for three months wherein each trainee is provided a sum of Rs.500.00 per 
month as a stipend.

Dance wing : The dance wing gives practical instructions on various Mizo 
traditional dances and folk songs. The syllabus consists of four subjects.

Offices under the department & Its function
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Music wing : The music wing tutors modern music with basic practical exercise on 
different musical instruments. The syllabus contains five subjects viz. Music I, II, 
III, IV & V.

Drama wing : In collaboration with National School of Drama, New Delhi; Nation-
al School of Performing Arts (NIPA); North East Zone Cultural Centre, Dimapur 
and SangeetNatakAkademi, New Delhi, workshops and trainings on drama and 
performing arts have been organised repeatedly. Making use of these workshops and 
trainings, more than 300 persons have technically qualified for further engagement 
as artists/producers in promotional tours and instructors in local awareness and 
training programmes.

 Rental Mizo traditional attires and articles:Managed by the Institute, Art 
& Culture Department has various Mizo traditional attires and articles for rent in 
subsidised rate. The items can be rented for one day and must be submitted the next 
day failing to which amount to extra charge of the same rental rate of the items each 
extra day. Spoilage or loss of any items amount to replacement in kind of the item in 
case of spoilage/loss, or payment in cash in case of loss.

Practical dance course – The course instructs 25 Mizo traditional dances.
Theory – The origins of Mizo dances and folk songs with their cultural significance 
from the past to contemporary times is taught in the course.
Folk song – More than 20 Mizo folk songs is taught in the course.
Folk music – Practical usage of Mizo traditional musical instruments is demonstrated 
in the class.
Music I – Basic conceptual knowledge on music is instructed in the course.
Music II – Lecture on theory of Staff Notation with chord application using acoustic 
guitar.
Music III – Exercise on Staff Notation with practical teaching on guitar fingering.
Music IV – The course gives training on operation of sound system and practical 
application of cipher notation.
Music V – Skills on vocal expression/vocal training, reading tonic solfa and music 
conducting are instructed in the course.

Offices under the department & Its function
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During 2019-2020 the following major achievements were accomplished.

1. Construction of New District Museum at Lunglei under Ministry of Culture, 
Govt. of India - Work in progress

2. Costruction of Cultural Centre–cum- Auditorium, Vaivakawn, Aizawl. 
Completed.

3. Construction of Museum Extension Building at New Capital Complex,Aizawl. 
Completed.

Major Achievements
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4. Construction of Cultural Centre at Bawngkawn South, Aizawl - Completed.

5. Archaeological Excavation of Vangchhia, Champhai District - On going

6. Digitization of Impotant documents by Mizoram State Archives - Ongoing

7. Organising Mobile Library Service
 Mobile library service was organised for the first time by Mizoram State Library 

on 13th August 2019 on the occasion of National Librarian’s day. Various 
Institutional homes under Social Welfare Department such as Protective 
Home, Observation Home, Special Home and Residential Institute and Training 
Center were visited. The programme gives them the opportunity to access good 
and relevant reading materials which is not easily available for them. There are 
many other Institutional Homes and Centers that needs support in this regard,  
and therefore, the Mizoram State Library has decided to undertake Outreach 
Programme as much as possible in the future.

8. Publication of Books on Mizo Lo neih dan, Mizo inchei dan, Mizoram District 
Gazetteers 2019. and reprinting of The hill tracts of Chitagong and the dweller 
there in - Capt T.H. Lewin, Zoram zirna lam chhinchhiahna - Lalhmuaka and 
The Thado Kukis - William Shaw.

9.  Archaeological exploration and mini-excavation of Ngurte tlang & Dungtlang, 
Champhai District and excavation at Vangchhia, Champhai District.
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Events -

1. Inter Cultural Dance Competition with MZP Hqrs. at Aizawl
 26th - 28th August, 2020

2. MUP Lengkhawm Zai Intihsiak with MUP Sub Hqrs., Champhai
 10th Sept. 2019

3. Cultural Festival with Students at Lunglei
 24th October, 2019

4. Hawaiian Guitar Festival-Cum-Competition
 25th October, 2019

5. Cultural Meet at Bungzung
 30th October, 2019

6. Cultural Meet at Zohnuai, Lunglei
 8th November, 2019

7. Hnam Lam Intihsiak with MCO, Kolasib
 23rd November, 2019

8. Cultural Meet at Zawlnuam
 27th & 28th November, 2019

9. Pawlkut with Social Welfare Deptt. at AR Lammual
 12th - 14th November, 2019

10. Pipu Zai thluka Pathian Fakna hla inphuahsiak
 3rd December, 2019

11. Cultural Meet at Reiek
 21st February, 2020
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12. Cultural Meet at North Vanlaiphai
 24th March, 2020

13. Chapchar Kut at AR Lammual
 5th - 6th March, 2020

NEZCC PROGRAMME INSIDE MIZORAM

1. Umang Festival at Aizawl
 9th - 11th July, 2019

2. 15 Days Production Oriented theater Workshop at Aizawl
 10th - 26th July, 2019

3. Art & Craft Exhibition at Vanapa Hall, Aizawl
 15th - 17th October, 2019

4. Women Activities at Kanhmun, Mamit District, Mizoram : 
  22nd - 26th October, 2019

5. Discover North East, Saitual, Tualbung & Mualcheng
 13th - 15th November, 2019

6. Workshop on Painting at Art Novelty, Chaltlang, Aizawl 
  19th - 22nd November, 2019

7. Border Area Programme at Mamit & Luangpawl, Mamit District, Mizoram 
  13th & 14th February, 2020

8. Essay Writing Competition at Synod Higher Secondary School, 
  Mission Vengthlang, Aizawl :  7th - 20th February, 2020

9. Indian Classical Dance Workshop at Aizawl
 17th February - 2nd March, 2020
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